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THERAPPORTEUR( Mr Armstrong):.........We think that we have set that

out as clearly as we could . The purpose of Article 27 specifically

was to cover the type of statc monopoly of an individual product
which, under methods of tariff negotiation, would not be affected
as a normal commercial enterprise not a state monopoly wouldbe

affected, We therefore felt that it was necessaryto spelll out the k

way in which a commercial enterprise which was a state monpoly in

a particular preduct should be dealt with in terms of tariff

negotiations, becausethe difference between the cost of the com-

modity imported and the sale price is reprosented to sorme extent by

taxes, to some extent by a prcfit to the state monopoly - something

of that kind. The total quantity imported by that state monopoly

is determined on the basis net solely of the prices of commedities
offered but on the quantity which it is desired to distribute cf

that commedity within the country, the quantitynecessary to import

to make up the difference between the domestic supply and the total

distribution. We therefore felt it desirable to have a speciifc
basis for negotiating on that particular type of enterprise which
would be different from the regular commercial enterprise net a state
monopoly which would be affected by thc operation of a tariff.

Article 28 isagainan entirely different proposition. That has to

deal with countries which have statemonopolies of foreign trade, and

since, as far as I know, there is only cne state in the world which

does have a complete state monopoly of foreigntrade,namelllly,the

USSR, the purpose of that is to provide something similar that that

country shall do to correspond to reductions in tariffs made by other
countries; and that is the purpose of the inclusion of that.

As was stated in our general discussion, we do not necessarily

feel that anything particularly firm should be done alongthelinesof

Article 28 until there has been an adequate opportunity for discussion

of the matter with the country primarily concerned. I do not knew
whether that is a full enough explanation. Perhaps it can be gone into

a bit more.
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THECHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. If I understood the United

States delegate'sexplanation correctly, it is that in the first

Pace Article 6 is concerned with what you might call non-

discrinination - the counterpaartof most favoured nation treatment

in the realmof private trade.Article 27, if I understand rightly,

is concerned with the limitation of pretection, and would therefore

correspond totheprovision for negotiation in regard to tariffs

and preferencess which we have in Article 18 in relation to private

trade; while finally Article28 is meant to deal with the case of

the country which has a complete state monopoly of foreign trade.

The Czech delegate's proposition, if I understand it rightly, would

consist in establishing a principle of equality of treatment and

providing that there be a recourse to the I. T. O. as to whether

that treatment should be appliced and to leave the matterthere.

I wonder whether we want to makeprovision for the other matters

covered by Articles 27 and 28, namely,thelimitationofprotoction

in the first place and the State monopoly in the second place..

First of all, on the limitation of protection, the counterpart of

negotiation on ordinary customs duties, is it folt that we should

do well to retain sometingwhich is in principlesimilarto

Article 27 or not ? Ihaveafeelingmyselfthat one does need

something, becaue equality of treamentnot in itselfamount

to verymuch.You may have a very exclusive regime which applies

with perfect equality to all countries and, in fact, no trade under i.

is possible. That is a theoreticaIly possible case andIshouldhave

thought to deal with that one did need to have some provision dealing

with protection as well as provisions dealing with diserimination.

Has anyone anything to suggest or that point ?

MR HAWKINS (U.S A.): Only to say that it does seen appropriate to the

countries under systems of private enterprise that if they are reducing

duties in order to admit more import,thereshouldbesoecorres

ponding provision for countriess having State monopolies of buyingandselling.InotherwirdsmwethinkclearlyinprincipleArticle
3.
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27 is the counterpart of the provisions of Article 18. Article 18

requires countries to reduce duties. Article 27 is designed to

impose upon State monopolies obligations corresponding to thu

provisions in Article 18.

THECHAIRMAN:Thankyou.Itookyou.ItookitthattheCzecheslovak delegates

point was that a State monopoly maybedesignedasameanss for

raising internal revenue prinarlly,andthatthatconstitute a

difficulty in attemptingto nogotiato the price at which it will

offer the product for sale. An I right in thinkingthat was the

,position ?

MRAUGENTHALER (Czuchoslevakia.) : Theremaybe be different rcasons for

that. The pure form of monopoly has existedin Czechoulovakia for

a very long time, and it has been of a financial character. Some

monopolies may have another character., I may have State control of

exports, for instance. I think, in some coutries, they may

intentionally raise the price so as to make it possible to restrict
the consumption of certain things, though that is not the case in

Czechoslovakia. I am thinking of alcohol, the consurtion of which

May be restricted for social or health reasons. Therefore, I do

not see how we can lump together all these various formsof State

monopoly. We think it would be a more flexible arrangement te leave

in the Charter just the general principle, and leave the details

for negotiation between the counties concerned. Then, later on,

we shall see what can be done under the International Trade Organi-

sation. we have seen from the discussion that therc are various

ways of doing these things.

MR HAWKINS (US): I can fully understandthe points and the reasons for the

views just expresseedby the Delegate of Czechoslovakia. I should like

to clarify a little what is the intention here, because Ithinkitis

possible to reconcile what we have here in the Charter with the views

he has just expressed. I would start first with Article 18. The

obligation there is only an obligation to negetiate. Negotiation will

take place only f somebody requests nogotiation with respect to a
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particular product inrelation to state trading. There are quite

a number of cases I know of myself wheremonopolies have been operated

strictly and purly for revenue purposes. I think in such casesan

that no request to negetiateonthatmargin is likelytobeforth-

coping; or, if' tho request werest madeand the country, concernedoroxscurc

that the monopoywas purely for revenue purposesandtherewasno

dangerof using it for protective purposes that would be an end of it.
the

Not, there may be cases and these are/ones we are trying to catch -in hich a country mightdoliberatelyestablisha catablish a mnopoly
protective pur[pses. creating a wide ,argom between its purchases and

resale price for the purposes of building up or pretecting a competingdomestic industry. In these cases, exportingcountriesconcerned
would certainly drawthentotheattentionofhteimporting countries,and theywould be entirely within wouldbeentirelywithintheirrights, if this charter wereadoptod, in requestingnagatiationsonthese margins.Now all that

comes down to this. I think there mightbemanymonopolie certainly r

number ofthem-whichwouldnevercome into thenegetiationlargely.

for the reasons the Delegate of Czechoslevakia has indicated. There

is one further point in connection with his remarksExplosives

are a gereral exception covered under paragraphDofArticel32.

THE CHAIRMAN: I have a feeling there is one further point, and that is

the case of what you might call theequivalantofaumptuary duty.

The Czechoslovakian Delegate mentionedthealcoholmonep ly a a poss-

ible means of limitingtheconsumtion of spiriteand soon by

charging a relatively high price for then. That is perphapsa particular

case where it could be considered Is there anything the UnitedStates

Delegate would liketosayonthatpoint?

MR HÀWKINS (US): Yes, I think the samethingwouldapplyinthe case of

any monopoly as wouldapply in tho case of any customs tariff by acountry where the reduction oftariffs wouldbesignificant.Thereis
no obligation here in Article18 18 for these countries to reduceeveryrate.
There is a general obligation to reduce tariff substantially, but

negotiations would be on a selective basis. In the case just cited,
5.
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if there were a reason for not wanting to reduce or to bind the state

trading margins, the country, concerned would advance its reason for

not wanting to do it. If the state trading, country attaches a good deal

of importance, to it, the, other country in that case would simply have to

forgo some benefits for its exports which they might have got if the

other country werewilling to reduce or bind the protective margin.

I think the main point is that there is no compulsion here under this

draft to reduce every rate in a tariff or correspondingly to reduce

or bind every state tradingmargin.Itisamatterfornegotiation.
'THÈ CHAIRMAN: THankyou aaanyInowakwetheranyDelegate wihess to

express an opinion as to whether we should retain Article 27 in

principal or not I would not at this stage raise an question of

drafting butwhetherin principle we think somethingin the nature

of Article 27 is a. desirable thing to keep. Any I have further vies

on that?

MR JOAMSEN(NewZealand): I think the point is whether this achieves any

useful object not covered else where in the Charter. I takeitthatin

the absence of this particular Article a membercouldhaverecourse

to other provisions of the Charter whichwouldenablehimto make

representations and seek an adjustment in any case where he felt his

position was adversely affected, through the operation of some state

.nomopoly. I would like the view of the United States Delegateon

that, There is one other question I would like to ask at this stage,

and that is this: how this particular paragraph applies to a country

with a complete state monopoly. woulditmeanthat every item of its

importswould be subject to negotiation in respect of margins? I am

wonderingwhether such a thingwouldbe practicable. There is a

further question. In order to establish margins of profit I think the

agreed basis was to take an average over a period. Having regard to the

nature of the transactions that are likely to be employed under this

Particular article, I am just wondering there it would be practicable
6.



to apply it. It seems tomethat inactual practicethere would probably be

a difficulty there. I know that in our case we have very few state

monopolies.Weimport citrus fruits andl wehave a system there designed

to ensure equitable distribution ofthose citrus fruits at the most

favourableprice.THECHAIRMAN;mightIsuggestthatwediscuss the New Zealand
Delegate's pointsin order? his first point was whether the subject

matterofArticle 27 could not be sufficientlycoveredbythegeneral

right of recourse which membercountriesalreadyhaveunder other

-provisions of the Charter; and therehehasinindtheimpairment clause,

hich is Article 30. Thequestionthenwillbewhetherweneed have as detailed0

provisions as those, considering there is .the generalimpainment

provision of Article 30. mightIaskfor views on that first of all?

MR.HAWKINS (US) Mr Chairman, I wouldliketolookatArticle30fromthis

point of view I think the NewZealandDelegateis probably correct

that there would bv recouurseunderArticle30,butitwould have a

rather less effect than if thereweresomeobligationthat could

be invoked.

7.s
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that when an obligation, as all obligations must be is stated in

somewhat general terms and a member does not consider that another

member is carrying it out, there, at least, is something on which to

base the complaint. Now, if you took out article 27, there would not

be. article 26 covers a different filed from article 27. article 26

corresponds to most favoured nation treatment, yet a close reading of

Article 30 will show you that it apppliesevento cases which arenot

specificallycovered. To that extent I think you have a point.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thanlk you. I am bound to say I have a little feeling

myself that there are a very great many matters up and down this

Convention on which we are going to ask the Organisation to exercise

a discretion. It will be all the more difficult for it to exercise

that discretion in propertion asit as the less direct guidance in

the terms of the Convention itself to guide its judgment on any

particular case, and from that point of view my general feeling would

be that the more we can give it general guidanceandindications as

to how it should exercise its discretion, the less difficult task we

shall be placing upon it.

Shall we pass on from there to the second point, which was the

question as to the practical applicability of a provision in the case

of a complete State trading monopoly, and whether there would not be

so many margins to deal with that the scheme would be unworkable.

Are there any commentss onthat ? My own understanding of the matter is

that the position of a complete State trading monopoly was ontirely reser-

ved to be dealt with under article 28 red that Article 27 would not apply.

An I correct in thinking that ?

MRAUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): I have no special comments to make as

regards Czechoslovakia's point of view on this Article. I think there is

one single country concerned with it and that is Soviet Russia, and I have

not the slightest idea how they feel about that Article 28. It is
Article 28 about which we are speaking, is it not ?

8
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MrAUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): The U.S.S.R. mauy agree orthey maynot

agroec. I do not lkiow.

LER HLWàIîINS (t. S, .): I unrntoo-1 just nov. that thC Neéw Zealand dûlègato
vtaa reforrina to ,rticlc 27.

'M JOIUNÉEN (Novi Zoaland): Yes. It soeï.ied to ,.it there would be no reason

wby a country hichli haüd a ccma1lc~to Statc r.onopuly swoulc be placed in

any different position fro,.l a country whicli hado.ar.iunopoly only in

respect of one or two things.

!âS TUUNG (China): On rmn<irn keticlc 27 I tliinl: it is is.iplicd there that

a State trr.ndl enterprises miust bc lirofitable, but of course that is

£oLuthlinî we cannot assLux.io in zil cases. It dous not aljl)ly to My owvn

country. For that irvason I do not thinl: it is ï)racticable to take the

pride À.uxr'in as a basi", for exa.ination. ity other point is that

it is impossible for any country to su.»ly the whole world demand

for a product, despite ilat it .ays at the cnd of the paragraph.

THE C}IIfliJ: Shall wo coal îïith the points.ade by the Chinese delegate

nov? I thi2ik his first point vas that the dole of this Article is

bared on the asowxiption that stato trading is profitable, whereas

that ruay not bc the case; ana, furtherore, a state trading monopoly

ia@y cven set itselP the task intentionally of losing :ioney and thereby

fi'xing prices at a rcrtain,lc.vel; and his point, I think, was that in

that case tho fixing of a profit margin is not a practicable proposition.

hre thare any cor.Lments on that?

MR WtLINEMS (USi.): lir Chairrunm, lot us takc the 'mase wiere a produot is not

sol; in the doluesticmarkett at a price hibhur than that paiù for it.

The only possible objcc.t of negotiations in that c-a-e wouid be, so to

speak, ta bind a rate 'for the r.market; and even in that case I should

thifri it v;ould be doubtful if anybody Nwould request it. They would

look at the past history ot' the operation ol' tho monopoly and;very likely

a.i^c it not the zubjuct of negotiatLon.

THE CWIJRMtkN: This ii'àticlc %vau1d essunti.1.1y have in view the placing of

ia
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an upper limit on the profit to be made; so that in a case where a state

monopoly did not set out roadily to do that sort of thing agreement could

easily be arrived at to fix a suitable margin. Is that your point?

MR. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): As to the margin for exports, actually I

do not see the necessity of anyArticle about that. There would only be

an economic reason for that in casewhere the country concerned has a

world monopoly, but not when it is an internal business, because naturally

each country is itself concerned to export as much as it can. There might

be a danger there of a state monopoly exporting at a lower pries than it

would otherwise. That would be covored, I supose, by the part of the

charter dealing with dumping . Really I do not see the necessity for

this provision. I would like to may that on this points

THE CHAIRMAN: Might I suggest that we deal first with this point bout

export margins? Might I ask for comments on that?

MR HAWKINS (USA): I think in general what the Czech delegate has said is

correct. Let me illustrate the kind of case which could well come within

the negotiations contemplated here. I do not think you need worry about

negotiations in most cases, but this is designed to providethe analogaus

case to that of an export duty. Let meillustrate it if I can. It would

certainly come under negotiations. There are a good many illustrations,

but I will only take one. There are some countries which produes what

are called peelerlois, from which venecr is made - that is plywood.
In this case there was a restriction put on the export of them, the

purpose being to make the cost of the raw material very high, so that

foreign vencer plants could not compete with veneer plants operating in

the country that restricted the export of the raw material. That is the

kind of case which is envisaged here. In the case I mentioned a country

such az, say, the UnitedKingdomor the United States or a good many others

might say to the producer of that raw material that the price at which

the particular country is selling this product abroad is far in excess of

their own purchase price, and the effect of it is that they cannot operate

their plywood industries. In the subsequent negotiations they would seek

to get the country producing the raw r 'terial - peelor logs in this case - to

10.
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agree that that margin between the purchase price and the re-saleprice

should not exceed"X",or whateverthey could agree to. That in the type

of case that would come under negotiation. Again, this is an analogy:

it is the export duty as comparedwittheimport duty which the rest of

the Article is analogous to.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Would not the negotiations in that case start off

with the neogtiation for the contract iri the first place to get the logs?

MR HANKINS (USA): It would, under conditions of short supply. This is an

actual case I have been telling you about, back in the 'thirties. If we

hadbeenin negotiation under this Article at that time we certainly would

have been asking for a limitation or a removal of the restriction on the

export of the product, because it was affecting our plywood people.

Other people were affected even more so, bccause they had no supplies,

whereas we did have something.

THE CHAIRMAN: If I understand the position rightly, it is this: that you

may have cases - comparatively few - where, though there may not be a

complete monopoly position, there is something which has in it sufficient

of the nature of a monopoly that it is possible for an exporting country

to levy an expert tax, or, in the case of a state trading monopoly, an

eoxport margin, either with a view to protection, the domestic industry

or simply raising revenue. If I understand it rightly, this simply leaves

it open for any country which wishes to to approach the country which has

the expert tax or margin and to invite it to negotiate a maximm limit to

the rate of that tax or margin,and it would be in the discretion of the

country approached as to whether it would negotiate or not, and to what

level it would negotiate. I should have thought that that perhaps did not

seem an altogether unreasonable provision to put in.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): One can visualise making representations of that

nature, and the obstacles that might be placed in the way.

MRHAWKINS (USA): Mr Chairman, if we had put in this draft exactly what we

ourselves would have liked, there would have been a prohibition of export

11.
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effect saying, "Well, we are ready to negotiate for it because we have

to negotiate on import tariffs, and then somebody would make the
logical remark that a protective export tax is also necescary for some
people and is designed by them for the same purpose, very often, as a

protective import duty, and therefore to be logical you must negotiate

on that, too.

THE CHAIRMAM: Thank you. I think there is perhaps one further consideration

which enters into this, and that is that you may have a case of a country

which produces the raw material of an industry, and they may see a risk

that in certain countries which are not themselves producers of raw material

there may be imposed custons duties which would protect the processing of
raw

that/material and would encourage the processing within that country.

New, the country which is a source of raw material may find that it is

justified in doing something to offset the possibility that by that means

a processing industry may be taken away from it and may be established

elsewhere. There may be a certain rcasonableness in the idea that a

country producing the raw material should be in those cases able to defend

itself by reserving the right to have an export tax serving to prevent

the processing industry being completely taken away from it by an import
duty in another country. Do I make myself clear? Haviag regard to that,

I should be tempted to express an opinion that it would not be altogether

reasonable to require the complete abolition of export taxes, but, on the

other hand, there may be a good case for asking for negotiation.

MR AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): In Czechoslovakia we have no export duties

and never have had them, with one exception, but I know there are several

countries, especially in Eastern Europe and in the Balkans, which have

export duties; but those export duties actually take the place of import

duties, because they are unable to get the neoessary results in any other

way. That is why they have been introduced. I do not know if it would

be possible for those states to do without them or not.

l2.
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THECHAIRMAN:One sees the difficulty that countries may have which rely

on export duties. I take it that it follows from that that if they are

willing to negotiateandbind the right of those export duties they will

wish to bind the;. at a conIiarativoly hijh rate; but I do not think that in

necessarily an objcetion in principle, is it, to this pairvraph, because

it ;ry bc that in consequence of that fact the country which relies to such
-eot

a large extent on exq)ort duties for its revenue rLaiy/h.ve very rmuch to bargain

with, but that does not, so to speak, put it out of court. It auay nevorthe-

less come into the negotiations ana i.uy negotiate te the extent ,h it feels

to bo reasonable in the circuîistances. Tàyt i3 not precluded. On the

other hand, it in not co.polled te noGotiate any given reduction aocordîng

to this Article. Is not that the intention?

IIR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Onc can visualise thatthe case which co.ré up for

consideration undor this article would bc very few in actual practice,
m HlAWKINS (US): Yen. Where there in mn export tax it is very likely,

f except in thue ace of a country with a monopoly, te be kept at a nodoræate

level, in order te get the i2aximrLi revenue; but the number of casei of

}xport dlutics isviry very mrali carpared with the number of casos 'a

irnort duties.

IZI JOHNSN (New Zealand): Apart fram that, the numiber of countries where

representation could actually be m.ade would be relatively few.

UR HW NS (USA) In ur -mmn experience it is only nov and thon. hI; may be

that in halt a dozen cases you could say we have worried about the expert

,itx, and those have always been vwhero the tex vas put on and rxado vry

h high te protect a doemastic industry by depriving foreign cocpeting. induc;tries

et tLho necessary raw Liaterial. There i8nvery little of it, though. Of

course,' to keep our discussion clear, we are not talking about export duties
in Article 26; we are ta!k:ing about an analogy. That rttole 26 allows for
negotiation, but a cou=try might refuse te negotiate on expert dutic3, or,
if thoy vere press& on it, they right say, "l7e will siLply nimake a staro
monopoly of L".,.

THE AIIRMAN: Thank you. If it perhaps a legiti:tte coarent on these Articles
in general that they arc, se te speak, ineant toe produce the counterpart, if
I understand it rightly, ibP state trading, cf the rules elsewhere la±d down
for private trading; se that, Just as you have potentially negotiated
limitations for import duties, with export duties you would have the
corresponding negotiable limits upon the margins of import or export.
Is not that se? 13.
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THE CHAIRMAN:Have we anyfurther comments upon this point? Exportmargins.
MR HAWKINS (USA): The New Zealand delegate had one point we have not

covered, and I think the Brazilian delegate raised the question of

average.

THE CHAIRMAN:Yes. If I remember, the New Zealand Delegate's point was

this, that in the practical administration of this Article 27 one would

be unable literally to observe the terms of it in relation to particular

consignments imported in the sense that you would not be able simply

to add to the buying price your negetiated margin and sell at the

resulting price, but that you would have to average it over a period

perhaps in order to make the thing admiistratively workable. I seem

to remember that we of the United Kingdom Delegation

raised that point ourselves, and if x I understood the Delegate
rightly it is not possible to observe a rule of this kind very

precisely. He did raise the question whether it was worth while having

it. may I ask for views upon that point?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Only one comment. I should think that the period

taken should be relatively short so that the average prices will

reflect the current prices fairly accurately. You mentionedaperiod of

three ye.ars. Just offhand that seemsto me be a bit long. That is

something that will have to be considered later in the light of other
circumstances.

MR JOHNSON(New Zealand): If, it went to negotiation would not you be nego-

tiating on margins irrespective ofany prices?

MR HAWKINS (USA): I think the Chairmants idea, as I understood it, was

that it is administratively impossible when a buyer is getting supplies

at the best price, because there may he a dozen different prices. Which

are you goin to take? The Chairman said an average. Then you have to

compare that with your resale price, which presumably would be uniform

to keep the margin which is the subject of negotiation. He did not

mention that period as short and practical, but that is the sense of

it and the reason for this suggestion.

14.
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Then there is a further point which I made in Committee II, that

for purposes of producing stabilised prices you might want to take a

rather lower period, but I do not know. that we need discuss now

just how long that period would be, I think the point with which we

ought to concern ourselves here is as to whether an average over a

certain period would be administratively necesary, but I do not

feel that that neccessarily invalidates the usefulness of some point

of this kind.

Then I think there is one other outstanding point which is raised

by the New Zealand Delegate, and that is as to whether it is really

useful to contemplate a procedure of this kind in the case of a com-

plete State trading monopoly. Perhaps Mr Hawkins would wish to

comment upon that point?

MR. AUGENTHALER(Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, I should like to speak on

a point which was raised before, the words "full domestic demand",

because I think againonehastoremember thatis is rationing

and there are other restrictions on consumption in certain countries,

so that I cannot see how a country should have an deligation placed upon

it to import up to the full domestic deman. Of course, the demand my

be very great, but for some other reasons there is a restriction on

consumption at home.

MR HAWKINS (USA): Mr Chairman, it is an application of principle rather

than a mathematioal formula. The purpose of it is this, let us suppose,

totake a harder case, that you have to supply the full foreign demand

in the case of export duty, taking the case cited, of a prticular raw

material which is used by certain industries in the producing countries

and by other industries in ether countries which do not have the raw

material supply. Let us suppose that State trade monopolies were created

in the exporting country and let us suppose that the other countries

which have industries which use the raw material in question negotiate

15.
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ference between purchases in the home marketfor resale abroad

should not exceed, say, 10 per cent or whatever you like. Then let us

suppose that the export country simply withholds supplies from the

market. The fact is that it will force that pride up or create a

position of searcity which would have the sameeffect on the finish-
ing industries in the foreign country. That is the purpose of it.

The same wuld apply in reverse in the case of imports.

Now there were one or twoamendments - or at least one particular

amendment - suggested in the full Committee, which I think help to

meet your point. In the full Committee I agreed that they weredesir-

able. I think Mr Shackle himself suggested them. We qualify that

where there is rationing or where thera is price control. Obviously
in the case of imports if a country is rationed for supplies it cannot

meet the full domestic deman,and that qualification I think is

proper.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Then there is the question of restriction,

and you might have an exclusive commodity to deal with.

MRHAWKINS (USA ): Whatever the reason any be, that causes an effort to

be made to impose rationing in order to curtail consumption, although, of

course, we hope that in due course, it will not be necessary to have

rationing.

TE CHAIRMAN: Is it right that the cross reference to Section e of

the chapter, which comes somewhere towards the end of Aticle 27, is

meant to cover at any rate some of these points, in the sense that

just as under private trading, if you had an import control, that

import control- would be linked with the balance, of payments or for other

reasons which are specified in Section C with other thing, and corres-

pondingly those exceptions would apply in the State Trading chapter, sothat if you had balance of payment difficultiesofthekindwhichwould
justify those restrictions -.say, for instance, you had State trading -

if you could justify the need for restriction of trading for balance, of

16.
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paymentreason,youwould not need to satisfy the full domestic demand,

and correspondingly the other exceptions which are listed in Section C.

I think some reference has to trinL in those exceptions. Is not that

so?

MR HAWKUMS (USA): That is correct.MRJOHNSSEN (New zealand): But Section C mightnotbesufficiently not be sufficiently wide
to cover the whole of these transactions, and I anwondleringwhether it

wpuld not be better to alter those words to read "shall, if not in-

consistent with any other provisions of this Article". and so on,
because there is some question of regulation for other purposes; and

one knows quite well that under Section C it is a question of indus-

trial development.

MR HAWKINS (USA): If there were other provisions permitting restrictions

on imports, then there should be areference also to those other

provisions.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes.

MR HAWKINS(USA): But, you see, when to were drafting this we were re-

ferrin only to the thingswehadputin,andiftheexceptions in

Article 19(2) wereextended in any way under this language they

would be automatically covered, because it refers to Section C and

would cover anything that was regarded as legitimate in respedt of

quantitative restrictions.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): We should have to bear that in mind in the

case where there is some provision in some other Section in the

Charter.

THECHAIRMAN:Might we ask the Reppoorter to note that point, and if any

addditional ground on which import and export restrictions are permitted

should be introduced in the course of discussions elsewhere in this

Conference thena cross reference should be introduced to this Article,
so as to correspond tothe other purposes of State trading. Perhaps we

could leave the point about export, and for that matter home demand,

17.
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I think we have now covered the points raised by the New

Zealand Delegate,
MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): What about the State monopolies?
THe CHAIRMAN Yes, the question whether the provisions of Article 27

would be wcrkable in the case of a complete State monopoly.

MR HAWKIN (USA): As to that, I think that in the caseof a complete

Stato monopoly of foreign trade you do not have the same interna;

conditions where you have an internal parketprice.
THE CHAIRMAN Your idea in effect is that if you took a wunnmkcc State

trading monopoly it would be dealt withsimply and solely by

Article 28, and Article 27 would not apply?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes.

MR JOHNSEN(New Zealand): On the export side do you mean to say that a

country heving a State monopoly could not adopt the practice you

suggest?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Theew is a possible point there which we ought to

consider.

THE CHAIRMAN: I do not know whether anybody is ingenious enough to

suggest a way in which the export side could be taken care of under

article 28; ?erhaps we might deal with that as a point to be considered

and thought about further.

MR HAWKINS (USA.): Could we make use of the Rapporteur and ask him to come
in on that point?

MRARMSTRONG (Rapporteur): It is very difficult to contrive ways andmeans

for inducing countries with State monopolies of foreign trade to export

them if they do not care to export them. The purposes of Article 28

in this connection would be that you would ask the countries with a

State monopoly of foreign trade to indicate, according to our draft,

what they would buy for others and in terms of tariff concessions might

buy themselves. Now, it might well bethat this article should be

extended to take care of artticles which other members mightwish to buy

from that member for one reason or another, and I think support might well

be given to that.
18.
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MRHAWKINS (USA): Yes.

MR JOHSEN (New zealand): In regard to artifcle27, the full domestic

demand, it is subject to other considerations, and there are no

such requirements in respect of a country having full State monopolies,
and we would certainly negtiate with the as to the amount that they

might buy, but that is not related to the demand at all.

THECHAIRMAN: Shall we leave it askthe Reppporteurto consider this

problem further, noting no duubt that it is very much more difficult

to get a solution in regard to State monopolies than in cases where

there is not a complete monopoly?

I think that brirngs us back, does it not, to the point at which

we started this discussion, which is upon the Czechoslovak amendment

as to whether it is desirable to retain anything in the nature of

Articles 27 or 28, or whether we should. confine ourselves to having

the principle of Article 26 stated in the records of the Organisation

in cases where it was felt that the principle was not being faithfully

observed. I think our discussion has so far been concerned with the

question of whether Article 27 should be removed. Am I rightin think-

ing that the general feeling in the Sub-Committee is that perhaps on

balance we might do well to retain something corresponding to the

principle of Article 27? I ask that before we passto Article 28.

(After a pause): In that case perhaps we could pass on to Article 28.

There is the question as to whether in principle anything of that kind

is worth retaining, I seem to remember that we had a discussion in the

main Committee about this in which it was suggested that perhaps it was

not necessary or useful to keep the second and third sentences of this

paragraph but that we might keep the first sentence, the general principle

which is stated in the first sentence. Has anybody any point to add to the

discussion which took place on that in the main Committee?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): The Canadian Delegate suggested something about

that. It had reference to the question of practicability, anda am

inclined to agree with what he said
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MR HAWKINS (USA): I think the Canadian Delegationwithdrew that suggestion.

MR JOHNSEN (NEW Zealand): Did he?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN Ithinkweshouldwaitifthereisan oopportunity to nego-

tiate this with such a country as is contemplated in thlis type of

Article.

MR HAWKINS (USA): As I got the sende of the discussion in the full

Committee, it was not that we adopted this Article 28 and recommended

it firmly and strongly, but as we might have other things to agree it

had got to be kept in until the Soviet Union had a chance of considering

it, when there would, be some opportunity of seeing what their reaction

was to it. Otherwise we had no basis for discussion with them.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thenk you. In that case the question arises whether we
the of

should go straight on and consider/drafting/Articles 27 and 28 or

whether we should elimdnatethemandsimplyreplacethem by the

Czechoslovak Article. Has anybody any further comments upon that

question? (After a pause): In that case, think perhaps we had better

go back and consider Article 26 in retail, .and then go on to Articles

27 and 28 in detail. I think we had already discussed to some extent the

first sentence of Article 26. We have dealt with the question of what

is meant by a State enterprise,andperhaps it is unnecessary to reopen

that question; then we has gone on to the question of omitting the

words "or services", and I think we had agreed that we could, omit those

words. Now, may I asl whether anybody else has any further comments

to make on the first sentence of Article 26, paragraph 1?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): There is that question of nor-iscriminatory treat-

ment of which I think some note was taken in relation to non-member

countries.

THECHAIRMAN: I think the Rapporteur has noted that. New would it be the

desire of the Sub-Committee to adjourn for tea at this point and perhaps

resuae at 5 o'cLock? (Agreed.)
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After shortinterval
THE CHAIRMAN: Gentleme, if we are all ready, maywe now resume

I have been asked to say that as a verbatim report is bein

taken of the procedings in this sub-committeeitwouldbeveryhelpful
to the reporters if members would kindly remembernot to drop their

voices and to speak clearly andsufficiently deliberately.

I think wemigt now go back to where we were which was the

first sentence of Article 26. May I ask if anybodyhas any further

comments upon that sentence before which exclusivelyimportsand

MR AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): If any member establishes a state enter-

prise, I suppose that means an enterprise which exclusively imports and

exports?

THE CHAIRMAN: May I ask the United States delegatetodeal with that

points I think there is a difference in terminology, as it were,

between Articles 26 and 27, is there not, and while the word monopoly"

does not seem to occur in Articlc 26 as far as I have noticed, it does

cons into Articles 27 and 28.

MR HAWKINS (USA): Article 26 would coverstatepurchases, even though

there is no monopoly or an obligation on the state purchaser to buty

in the best market. Article 27 refers to monopolics. The reason for

that distinction there is that if Article 27 applied only to state "pur-
chases where there was no monopolythepricedisparity,or the trading
margins which are mentioned here, would not have much significance

because import by private traders would take care of the internal

price situation

MR AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): In aspecial case like that where there

are several private enterprises importing and exporting, would the

state enterprises, which would be competing with other enterprises

xporting and importing, be subsidiary to those private enterprises, and

is this case covered by that point?

MR HAWKINS(USA): That case would be covered by article 26.

THE CHAIRMAN" In other words, the one obligation lyingupon it would be to
21.
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observe commercial considerations such as priec quality, etc.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): There isone question I would like to raise,

Mr Chairman,and that is in respect of preferences: I am notsure

whether they are covered by someother provision in the Charter, but

when we get down to using terms such as non-discriminatory treatment

or treatment not less favoured it is necessary I think to consider

the position in relation to preferences.In that respect I think that

we have either te be sure that there is some other provision in the

Charter or that there is some provision relevant to this Articlc which

safeguards the position respectingpreferences. I would also like to

have some information as to the position regarding long-term contracts

as affecting the price of a particular article that is a position that

we would like to have safeguarded if it is possible.

THE CHAIRMAN Yes. As to the point on preferences, that was one which

I had in mind te mention myself. It seems to me that what one probably

requires there is something analogous to what one already has in

Article 8 (2) as regards tariff preferences. In Article 27 one would

have negotiations about state trading margins which would correspond

to thenegotiations about tariffs under Article 18. Just as negotiations

about preferential tariffs are included under article 18, so I assure

negotiations about preferential state trading margins should be included

under Article 27; and from that I take it that it would follow that

just as in Article 8 (2) you safeguared from theoperation of the most

favoured-nation rule tariff preferences as they remain after the

negotiations, so here, and I imagine that Article 26 wouldbe the

appropriate place, you would safeguard the preferences remaining in

state trading, margins after the negotiations. Does that commend itself to

the Committee?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zeeland): I think that wewould need to go rather further

than that, Mr Chairman. There are other types of preferences such as quota

preferences in respect of certain products, and that is a subject that

has to be discussed between a number of interested countries, and that is.
22.
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would need to be coveredhere.

THE CHAIRMAN: Iam wondering whether in a sense talking aboutstate

trading, one is not, so to speak, bracketing tariffs and quotas to

some extent, because may not it be argued that a state trading monopoly

to some extent combines both a tariff element and an import or export

restroctopm element. In that sense, therefore, if you said that your

state trader must satisfy domestic demand in thecase of imports and

external demand in the case of exports, you would then say that he would

have to observe certain negotiated margins or margins toremainafter

negotiation, and you may possibly then have covered the whole ground

Is not that arguable?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I do not knowthat thatwould coverthe quota

preferences, having regard to the first sentence of this Article.
THE CHAIRMAN:
/Should we leave it in this way, that this question has still to be dis-

cussed in another group, by asking the Rapporteur and then a conclusion

might be reached in the matter of quotapreferences, but due account

should be taken in due course in draing up or attempting to draw up

our final ideas upon these Articles of these points. Would that meet

the case? I rather doubt ifwe can carry it further at present because

I think this matter has still to be discussed elsewhere.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes.

MR HAWKINS (USA):A good deal depends upon the provisions which are

adopted-regarding: quotas; and if this draft were adopted as we have it

there would not be any quotas exceptin specified cases, for instance,

as regards the exceptions listed under Section C. Now I would not think

that any of those exceptions could properly provide for a preference;

they are there for a particular purpose; and I should not think that,

on a quick look at them, preferential quota tratment would be justified.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): We would say that it should be subject to

negotiation the same as tariff preferences. That isapoint that was

made whenwe were discussion quota preferences.

THE CHAIRMAN: Might I suggest thatperhaps we could leave that to be dealt

with in the first place, by thesmall groupto whom the Chairman of
23.
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Committee II referred it. If I remember rightly, the Australian dele-

gate raisedthe question in Committee II and it was left that it should

be considered in thefirst place, by a smallsub-committee consistins

of Australia,Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdomand theUnited

States. As far as I know, that small group has not yet met; it will be

discussing the matter within the framework of the Article about import

restrictions, and my feeling is thatwe had betterperhaps leave the

matter over for the moment, in the sensethat perhapswe might
recognize that this would correspond to the scheme of the Charter

as it was drarted, but that if something fresh is introduced in the

matter of quota preferences as a result of the discussions in this

group, then we should indue course have t takeaccount of it here.

Would it meet the case if we left the matter like that ? (Agreed).
Thank you. Then we come to the second poing of the New Zealand dele-

gate as regards long-termcentracts. I think that has been to some

extent discussed alreadyin the mainCommittee; I think the delegate

for India raised thatpoint, andMr Hawkinsthen gave some explanations

in regardtoit. Would Mr Hawkins wish toadd anythingnow?

MR. HAWKINS (USA):MrChairman, I think this Committee might, at come

stage, discussthat point rather fully. The question that arises is not

I think a question of drafting in connection with these Articles; it

is a question of the interpretation of phrase in Article 26, namely,

the commercial considerations provisions. Your question then becomes:

Is a long-term contract for a given quantity of goods a transaction

that comes within the meaning of the terms "commercial considerations"?

In the full Committee I suggestedthat it depends, first, on how much

of a country's import requirements are involved in the purchases in

a particular country and, second, upon the 1ength of the contract.

I do not know whether you want to no into that now or not. I could

elaborate this point here, if you like, but it seems to me that we

might profitably spend sometime discussing the point. If the theory

that we have here is only a general principle, a principle of buying
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in accordance with commercial considerations, we, and I think every-

oneelse agrees,thinkthat that means that you buy to the best

advantageas a private traderwould do.Now, I wouldnot suggest,

for the reasons given by the Delegate ofCzechoslovakia, that we

attempt to spell out here the meaning of the term "commercialcon

sideration", becuse you can get lot of other questions beside this

one, but I do think it is desirable on every occasion on which a

specific casearises involving a question of interpretation that it

bethreshed out and that there be full discussion of it to the end

that over a period of time you develop something ofcase lawon the

subject. Those are very general principles, but they mean nomen can

say in advance what is appliachle to all cases. It is only over a

period of time after the Organisation has been functioning, maybe

for some years, that we will be able, in the light of a precise exam-

ination of the application of the phrase "the particular circum-

stances", to get clearer and more accurate meaning ofwhat the

phrase "commercialconsiderations" reallymens. By point is that

we do have cases of long-term contracts which were made for purposes of

record, but it is clear that atsome stage they must be discussed to

see if we can arrive at any sort of conclusion, or at least to see

if we can bring, out all of the considerations. that are involved;

but leaving it for the record and not for purpose of amending

the text.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand) : In other words, long-term contracts will not
necessarily be inconsistent with this Article.

MR HAWKINS (USA): Not necessarily; it all depends on ho long wehave.

Five years is excessive. Others think not, but we think ii excessive, as

you know.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand); Yes.

MR HAWKINS (USA): We also think that the quanty by of purchaseis

tant; for instance, if one country purchased an entire suply from a

single foreign supplier for on year we would have grave doubts about
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that, because we think that some competitors in other countries who

could have appliedon a competitive basis should have been allowed

to do so, and , they would have been excludedfrom the market. I am

only giving our view, realising that others have different opinions

on this point.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you Of course,a long-term contract is not a thing

which is unknown in the commercial world. I remember such things as

newsprint, which I believe is habitually bought on a longtermcontract.

I think our own feeling inthe United Kingdom Delegation is that it

would bea matter for which it would be very difficult to frame a

priori general rules which would determine exactly how the adoption

of commercial considerations of this type was to be applied to par-

ticular contracts, and we fell very much, as Mr Hawkins has said,

that it is a matter of building up case law as we go alone .

Has anybody anything else that they wish to add on the subject

of long-term contracts at this state? (After a pause): Perhaps

we can pass on. We have already met the point about preferences under

State trading monopolies.

Now we come to the second sentence of paragraph 1: "No this end

suchenterprise shall in making its externalpurchases or sales

of any product or service, be influenced solely by commercial

considerations, such as price, quality, marketability, transportation

and to of purchase or sale." May I askif there are any comments

upon this sentence?

MR TUNG (China): There is one questionn I should like to ask on this, Mr

Chaiman. Do I understand that Government purchases are to be treated

as exceptions to the provisions of this sentence? For instance, it

states here that these "purchases or sales of any product or service

(should) he influenced solely by commercial considerations". Are

Government purchases also included in this?

THE CHAIRMAN :Well,if I understand it rightly, the idea is that we try
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MRTUNG (China.): If a Government purchasesa certain commodityfrom

abroad it maybe for military purposes orfor other public purposes,

and in suchcases, especially for military purposes, they cannot

closely conform tothe commercial consideration mentioned.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. I have to atumpt to giveof sortof interim

answer to your question, if I understood it rightly.

MR TUNG (China): Have I and the point clear?

THE CHAIRMAN:I think you have it perictly clear,ifI may say

so, but by understanding is this, that wehave discussed the question

of Government purchases for what you might calladministrative use

and for the use of the Government concernedandnot for resale,

on Articles 8 and 9, 9, and it was there decided that theyshouldbe

excluded. I think, havingregard to that decision in the Procedures

Sub-Committee, it would be consistent if we here introduced a.

qualification to this and used cross references, so to speak,to

the decision already cometo on Articles 8 and 9, so that Government

purchuses for Government use and not forresale would be excluded

from Article 26, x just as they would from Articles 8and 9

I think that is how the metter as left, was it not?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes, I agree with your conclusion, also that we will

havethat whole questionthat wehad so much trouble with in the
Tariff Preferences Committee back in this one.

MR TUNG (China): I understand Mht.re j;s a spcific point in Article 9

as to Government purchases. There is no provision in Article 8.

MR HAWKINS (USA): Wetook it out of Article 9; butI dothink, Mr

Chairman, in accordance with your suggestion, that we shouldmakesome

qualification here so that this . to purchae for resale, which is

rather important, because otherwise I think as the Chinese Delegatemay

have in mind, this language would cover, as it is, purchases for

Government use, which is something quite different.
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MR TUNG (China): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. We need cross references in fact here to what we have

already agreed, or provisionally agreed,on Articles 8 and 9. Then

there is a point about administrative supplies. Does the United

States Deleation consider that that is covered by some of the

general exceptions?you have. for example article 32, I think.

mr hawkins (usa): yes, there is a general exception; the item is

covered.

mr tung (china): is that item (d), Article 32?

mrhawkins (USA) No.

the chiairman dealt with(d)in article 32.

mr hawkins(USA) Yes.

THE Chairman That has a certain extension into (e).

mr tung (China): That refers to articles for military use alone and

not for other publicuse.

the chairman i think we have covered other public uses by the amendment

of articles 8 and 9 - that was my impression. then the second sen-

tence of paragraph 1. Has anybody any further point to raise upon

that? If not let us go on the third sentence "The .. member

maintainingsuchstate enterprise. rgranting excluding or

special privilegestoan enterprise, shall, upon the reques of any

other Member having an interest in the trade in the product or

service concerned, or upon the request of the Organization provide

such specific are detailed information as willmakepossible a determina-

tion as tto whether the operations of the enterprise are being conducted.

in accordance with the requirements of this paragraphs." Are there any

comments upon that?,

mr augenthaler (czechoslovakia): With reLard to the last phrase, which

implies that State enterprises should be unly those which are monopolistic,

not any State enterprise, we do not request other countries with private

enterprises to give us information as to what they are buying; so that

I think it would be fair to ask State enterprises only in this case where

they have monopolies.
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they have monopolics.

THE CHAIRMAN:Might i ask for further comments upon that point?
mr hawkins (USA): I think there is onedistanction tobe drawn here,

is there not? in the case of trade by private enterprise at market
prices are established which are easily ascertainable, and the market

situation is something which can be known by any interested person,
whereas the operation of a State enterprise would not be known

possibly unless the information were supplied. I state that some-

what hesitanty, because I am not sure I have the point.

THE CHIRMAN: It rather strikes one that if a State enterprise is not

a monopoly it vvill not or less in the nature of things be compelled

to behave as a private enterprise will. Is not that so, because it

very likely wil be actually competing with private enterprises in the

market, and in those circumstances it is very difficult to see how

it can behave very differently from the way in which private enter-

prises would behave.

MR ugenthiler (Czechoslovakia): State State enterprisary come in in two

senses. One sense means exactly as private enterprises, as happens

in some cases in Czechoslovakia, where they act as private enter-

prises. Then todonotsee whyany member should makea re-

quest for any detailed information about their activities especially

if they have no monopoly at all. Maybe there is another kind of

State enterprise which intervenes only in certain cases, subsidiary

buyers. Suppose that there shoul be some enterprise created by the

State, just to maintain prices at a certain Level, those enterprises

would not sell and would not buy so longas the market was normal,

but they would intervene only at the moment when the market was too

high or too low, just to maintain a certain stability of course,
then that enterprise is not acting according to commercial principles
because it is there for entirely different reasons, and I do not know

how it would fit in.
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THE CHAIRMAN:Yes, it does ratherseem to me on the face of it that

it does in the case of monopolieswhere there is a risk of a possible

breakingof these rules - that it is, therefore in these cases that

one needs to provided for information to be supplied toenable obser-

vance of the rule to be checked but it is alittle difficult to see.

that there is a case for requiring that in any instance here there

is not a monopoly.

MR HAWKINS (USA):. I an rather inclined to think that mr augenthaler has

got a point there.

The chairman: shall we leave it for further consideration by the

Rapporteur and tht United States Delegate for the time being?

(Agreed)
mr. augenthaler (Czechoslovakia): I would. request that thees details

should be considered where State enterprise any mean any State

enterprise, I suppose that here it was meant rather asa state

enterprise having a practical monopoly.

THE CHAIRMAN: The wording is a little peculiar is it not, because the

sentence starts: "The member maintaining such state enterprise",

which seems to contemplate something in the nature of a monopoly, so

that it looks as though onehas here some things which are not

monopolies, and others which are.

MR HAWKINS (USA);. That was the point I was worrying, about, I am wondering

if we did notgo a little astray a little while in giving at least

the impression that. this obligation to buy in the best market applied

only where there was no monopoly. It does apply wherethereis no

monopoly, but the obligation to buy where purchases can be .made to the best

advantage would also apply to a monopoly. This language would cover any

such purchases whether monopolist or not.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. On the other hand, if you have a case where there is

no monopoly such as, shall we say, some kind of State industry which is

buying supplies of a kind which is also required by other industries,
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it is very obvious, is it not, one, wouldrequire it to give up specali

information to check that it is observing the rules of commercial

considerations? In the nature of the case one would expect it to be

observing those rules are or less automaticallly Is not that so?

mr harkins (USA): : I would suggest for tentative consideration by the

Rapporteur qualifying the last sentence to make it applicable

only in the case of a monopoly

THE chairman thank you. Can we leave that sentence nonandcome to

paragraph 2 of article 26?

mr hohnsen (New Zealand): Before .wepass on from it, would not it be

covered by Article 30, which refers particularly to State trading

oprations? I was wondering whether we might not delete thatsen-

tence entirely in the light of that.

mr HAWKINS(USA): Yes, it specfically covers State trading operations

in Article 30.

2. CHAIRMAN : Well the question is shall we agree thatthis sentence

is unnecessary, subject to any further views which on consideration

the Rapporteur any wish to put forward?

mr. augenthr (Czechoslovakia): If I any mention it, Mrchairman

I think there was one complication mentioned here, that instead of

"specific measures of control" the wording should be "effective" in

the second sentence?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

MR. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): "effective measure of control" or some-

thing like that was proposed by the British Delegation

THECHAIRMAN: If I might revert for a moment to this point about the last

sentence of paragraph 1, may we take it that in view of Article 30 it is

perhaps unnecessary to have this last sentence of paragraph 1? Perhaps

we might leave that to the Rapporteur to coniider that further; but that

our decision should be provisional¹ that, the sentence is unnecessary?

(Agreed, )

Now we go on to paragraph 2,andtherewe have this point which we
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have already to some extent discussed, the question whether the

words "substantical measures ofcontroal" should be substituted by the

words "a substantial measure of effective control" My own prefer-

once there would be for the words effective control". On the one

hand it seems to me that the word. "substantial" is ambiguous, and

if you say "effective" you do not gain much by adding the word

"substantial" measure. I should lik to get the views of the Sub-

Committee upon this point. Any I just askl if the Sub-Committee would

regard it as satisfactory to substitute the words effective
control" simply?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I see no particular reason toabject to that.

MR HAWKINS (USA): The only thing is that if you have got control I

think that implies it must be effective; it is ametter of drafting

only; but is there such a thing as ineffective control?

THECHAIRMAN: Yes. Would it be good enough to say "exercise control

directly or indirectly"?

MRHAWKINS (USA): Yes.

THECHAIRMAN: That might be best.

MRHAWKINS (USA): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN :Shall we provisionally agree to amend it in that way,

so that it would read: For the purposes of this article a state

enterprise shall be understood to be any enterprise over whose

operations a Member government exercises control directly or

indirectly"?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealandy: There are relative measures of control

THE CHAIRMAN: It rather depends on what you mean by control, because if

control means, so to speak, an element of power to direct the activities
of an enterprise, then the word "control". by itselfwouldbe enough;

on the other hand. if you are thinking, in the sense of, shall we say,

shareholding and voting power, that is rather . different sense of

control , is it not, and. there one night need to say "a predominatin
measure" or something like that. I do rather imagine the word
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"control" was usedin quite a general sensor andnot in the senes

of shareholding andvoting control. Perhaps I was wrong.

MR HAWKINS (USA): There is one case I can think of which might not be

covered if you level out the words "substantial measure." It is a

case where agovernment has five out of eleven directors, the rest

being private citizens, and yet the policies of the organization are

pretty well under the control of the government but it is not a

nominal or legalcontrol, but it is control in fact. I would be a

little afraid if you left out the word substantial" that you would

exclude a case of that kind.

THE CHAIRMAN :Would not the word "effective" meet that, because if in

fact, although there was not so to speak amajority of governmental
directors on the board, and if' in fact the governmental really did

control the activities of the concern, then surely thatwould be

effective control.

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I think that "effective" is in fact more

effective here

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes. In other words, "effective" in used in contra-

diction to "legal" or nominal."

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes. We can achieve something through having

"effctive controal" whereasif we had substantial control" we might

not be able to achieve anything.
THE CHAIRMAN: Can we pass on to Article 27?

MR AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): I beg your pardon. I think "control"

in this sense means that at the end of the year you can say, "This state
is controlling what happens here," but then it might be too late, and

I think the intention here rather is that the operations of the

enterprise are directed by the State, or something like that. Of

course,, as regards contral, if the State has some enterprise It has

some control over it, and the State just says, "Well , you will buy this
33.
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or that," but I do not quite know how much it would affect it. Let us

see. They might leave it to the enterprise in question to do it in

its own way and they might buy wherever they thought fit at any prico,
and at the end of the year the State would just take control by im-

posing duty. Now, suppose that t you have in mind a case where the State

would say exactly to those enterprises where they should buy and so on,

where the operations are directed, that would be what is meant.

MR HAWKINS (USA): That is what we are trying to describe.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think there is a little confusion arising here. between

what one might call the English significance of the word "control"

and the French word controle, " which is rather a check or an audit;

and I think it ble that therethought be alittle doubt on that

score. But I should have thoughtthe word "control" in its Englishsense

had a fairly clear significance here.

MR HAWKINS (USA): The word "effective" helps that

THE CHAIRMAN Yes. May we leave that sentence now, and if the Rapporteur

has anyfurther thoughts about it we can return to it, but provisionally

we will leave it at "effective control." (Agreed)

Then we come to Article 27, the first sentence, "If any

member, other thana Member subject to the provisions of Article 23,"

and so on, down to the words may exceed the price for such product

charged in the home market. " I think we night stop there for the

moment May I ask for comments on the sentence so far.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand):I did raise the question andI think Mr Hawkins

agreed with it, that after the words "shall enterinto negotiations,",

there should be inserted the words, "upon request, " the same as in

article 18.

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes, I think that as so.

MR J0HNSEN (New Zealand) Could we add a little bit more than that, but it

would need to be brought into line with the wording of Article 18 in

that respect.

THE CHAIRMAN Well, do we agree to that, to leave the actual wording to

the Rapporteur. Is that so? (Agreed). Does anybody also wish to raiso
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any question?

MR TUNG (China): In cases where there are monopolies of certain products,

and the price of thoseproducts is fixed in contract or in agreement

with foreign governments or with foreign firms, we have to sell those

products according, to the terms of the contract, the price and cost of

production and the price in the home market, but we can never tell

what is likely to happen, because sometimesprices rise much higher

on the home market than prices on the foreign market, and in that

case the Government concorned is losing money. Then we could not

fix any profit martin or price margin to conform to the provisions

of this Article.

C.fols.
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MR HAWKINS (USA): I think in a case of that kind it would have to be

scttled by the negotiating process if any country requested that A specific

margin be agreed. The formula would have to be constantly kept in mind

It merely keeps the question open for discussion between the countries

concorned.

MR TUNG (China): Is amember to country to enter into negotiation on its own

initiative or is it bound to enter into negetiation?

MRHAWKINS(USA): I am not sure I understand you.

MRTUNG (China): I think according to this any state monopoly is bound to

enter into negotiation with other members. According to that you have

just explained, it seens to me that any member is from not enter into

any negotiation in such cases as I have just mentioned.

MR HAWKINS (USA): I would say they are not free to refuse to discuss the

matter. I think it would be an obligation here.if any foreign country

were interested in raising the question you could discuss it with them,

but you are not required to take any action.

MR TUNG (China): That means they object object to any margin which was fixed?

MRHAWKINS (USA) Yes. The' thing that makes it practicable is that the

forcign country may then give you less than it would otherwise have given.
It is matter of negotiation, but it in worth while for you not tg do it.

They mighjt make it worth while for you. The only obligation here in to

discuss. I think that would be mandatory.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is in fact an almost exact counterpart of what you look at

in the tariff negotiations, is it not?

MR AUGETHALER (Czecheslovakia): I feel that this is one of the more difficult

points. I have already raised the question of status monopolies of a

financial character. I leave that now. I think it was our Dutch colleague

who raise anotherproblem. If you have a monopoly for cereals, for instance,

and there are certain prices fixed to protect the small farmers, and then you

got some offers from abroad, are you under an obligation to discuss the

selling price of those cereals in the home market, if the country asks you

to fix a certain price which would be below the price you pay to the home
producers? .
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THE CHAIRMAN: ls that intended to be governed in any way by this Article,

do you think, Mr Hawkins?

MRHAWKINS (USA): I think it is involved. I think it presents a difficult

case. I think you would be obligated to discuss it. It may be that the

system of agricultural protection employed is something that would have to

ceme under discussion as to whether it is because or not. I think that

is all involved in it. It wouldcertainly be true in the case of the

United States if attempts were made to maintain price stability for

agriculture.

THE CHAIRMAN: I am not sure whether I have fully understood the question.

I thought it related to tho case in which the monopoly sell to consumers

in the home market at a price lower than it would be willing to sell at to

producers abroal ; or at least that is part of the question, is it not?

MR AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): No, do not think so. I think it is

rather like this, Let us imaginecertain country which is in an inferior

position as regards conditions of production in a particular industry.

It cannot close this production down, lot us say, because of the social

effects entailed.- the population has to live. I am thinking now of

agriculture particularly. Lot us imagine that to make this agricultural

production profitable the government introduced a kind of monopoly, paying

to the homeproducers a certain fixed prisc, just to make their existence

tolerable. Then might come certain offers for imports from abroad, at

very lowe prices. If the price for theseimported good is to be the subject

of negotiation and agreement, the result might be that it would entiroly

upset the policy of creating the state monopoly for the purpose of protecting

the people.
THE CHAIRMAN:May impresion is that that is a case which is somewhat analogous

to what is done in this country as regards agriculture, where we have a

systems of guaranted prices (I am not an expert on this subject but I

think this is the position) for various staple agricultural products.

My understanding about this - and MrHawkins will no doubt correct me if I

am wrong - is that the obligation under this Article '27 relates to the

margin between your buying price - speaking of imports - and your. first-hand
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selling price inthe home market;it is not related to the price which

you pay to home producers; and so I think there is an analogy with

subsidies under private trade, because in the subsidies provision,

contained in Article 25(1), you have a provision which allowsof the

paying of general subsidies to your home producers as distinct from

export subsidies, andwhich are subject toconsultation if it is held that

it is doing serious injury to otherpeople'strade. In state trading

also,if you arepaying a subsidy to your home producer, you are not

precluded from doing so by the terms of Article 27, but you may run into

a check under the terms of Article 25(1) if it is determined that serious

injury to the trade of any member is caused or threatened by your

subsidisation. Is not that how the scheme is meant to work?

MR HAWKINS (USA): I think that is involved. However, I think Mr

Augenthaler has a point here, and I think weoughtto look at it very

closely, and if we could be allowed to think out aloud it. maybe
we can final a solution here to this problem. I would like to get the

case just as clearly as possible in fron ofus. My understanding is

that you visualised a situation inwhichthere is a domestic monopoly
which buys from a local farmer andsells,wesay at price of

100. Thenthe foreign suppliers come along andand letus say that a

given period they offertheirgoods at a priceof80.Nowthe foreign

company says this, "We would like to negotiate with you on this wewant

a price spread of 10 making theprice at whichour product would sell

90, and thereby pulling down your stabilised domestic price 100to

90." Is that the came you have in mind?

MR AUGENTIALER (Czechoslovakia): Yes.

MR HAWKINS (USA): I think may reply to it would be this - again keeping before

us the analogy of tariff negotiations. The United States and many other

countries have attempted toprotect agriculture to maintain a given

level of prices by a tariff. In the case of the United States, for

example we have a modectrate of duty of 42cents a bushel on wheat.

Foreign suppliers do not like that Wesay that we have got to

stabilise this internal price for the American farmer. Now, the foreign
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supplier in that case would say, "But you are maintaining that level at such

a height that it is stimulating production and creating competition for me

and diminishing my market. " A still better case, whiclh is, I think, more

nearly in lino with with you have suggested, is this. We are an exporting

country and that is is confusing the issue, so let us take the United Kingdom;

lot us imagine the Unitetd Kingdomwere attempting to maintain a high internal.

price through an import duty; suppose they wanted to maintain the internal

price at 100 and put a dutyof 20 per cent on. Now, a foreign supplier would

say to the U.K. "We would like to have that cluty reduced. We do not ask you

to destroy your domestic market, but we think your rate of protection is so

high that you arecutting unduly into the market for foreign suppliers."
I think the case you cited is a paralel case to that last one, and that

the foreign supplier would. approach the other country concerned - the one

that has this monopoly - and would say, "At 100 you produce a certain amount

and reduce imports correspondingly. We would like to have you make that 90,

which would result in some. less domostic production and give a little larger

market for foreign suppliers." I am not saying the foreign country.

approached on this would necessarily agree to it, but I de think it is a

proper subject for negotiations. It is the level at which you stabilise

and the extent to which that market is supplied for domestic production as

against imports which is the important point of controversy between the

two parties, and which would have to beworked out in negotiations. I think

the analogy to a protective tariff follows pretty closely there. Having said

all that, I would like very much to hear some critical observations n it,

because I think it is importantthat we try to think these things out.

THE CHAIRMAN: There is the possible analogywith a protective tariff and there

is the possible analogy with the subsidy to home production. If it is

regarded as analogous to theprotective tariff, there is an opportunity to

negotiate hbout it under Article27. It does not necessarily follow that

the country approached will agreetoany particular reduction or binding, but

still it is more or less committed, I take it, to disouss the possibility of

doing so. If, on the other hand, it is regarded as analogous with a subsidy,

then Itake it paragraph 1 of Article 25 would apply, and if it were complained
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that serious injury is being done to the trade of anymember, there would

then be a case for a discussion, under the lastsentence of that paragraph.

MR. HAWKINS (USA): I think that is right.We are on the first sentence of

Article 27.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): There is really no other type of case to which this

could appIy.

MR HAWKINS (USA): No; I thinkMr Shackle has covered the points. One can

easily think of a case.We visualisedan internal price maintained at 100

to help the agriculture of the country . Supposing that country said, ."We

are going to make it 200, that is of natural concern to other countries.

In other words, tho price at which it is fixed is of definite concern to

other/exporting countries. Thecountry with the monopoly will naturally

be reluctant to deal with it, but the question in this, at what level

are you going to stabilise the production of that product? How much of

that market are you going to reserve. for thehome producer?

MR. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Another very important point on that is

this. Our pre-war experience was that may countries which were operating

these monopolies just f fixed prices by law, so as to be quite sure aboutit;

they passed the necessary acts in their pariaments. I do not know how you

would negotiate in that case. I know cases where the countries concerned

preferred to buy abroad,and if aomebedy came and said, "Well, I am hurt by

this", they would buy a certainquantity from them, even if they had no

use for the particular commedity; but in that case they refused categorically

to negotiate on the price, because they said "The price is part of our

policy and we cannot negotiate on that because it is laid down by

parliament".

MR HAWKINS (USA.): I at once admit that where a price is fixed by law it is

much more difficult for thle country to deal withit.On the other hand,

the fact that it is fixed by law should not render it immune. In the case

of the countries relying on tariffs, the law has got to be changed under

negotiations. Again I recognise the diffieulty of it. It may be specially

difficult in the case you cited.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Sothe position is that in a case of thatkind the country

which had fixed its price by law mightnot be willing to negotiate and

it would not be compelledto negotinate, but if it were not wiIlling to

negotiate its bargaining powerwould by that much reduced. Is not that

the position?
MR HAWKINS (USA): I would say that any country which in the spirit of this

section or any other section here talks about negotiations is absolutely

obligated to discuss and to consider it After all, the questionwould not

be raised unless the particular act, whether it is a tariff or a high fixed

price for domestic producers, were affecting the economic interested of

another country. Wherever it is within the general spirit of this

charter the very least that should be shown is willingness to discuss it

and to consider the ways in which it is advorsely affecting the other

country; and the two countries concerned shoud try to work out something

whiich will be at least a little more satisfactory to bath. It dues not

mean that you have get to reach agreement. Maybe you cannot. But you

are under an obligation to negotiate.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is a point which a little bit resembles the point in, I

think, Article 18, Where it is said that prior international commitments

should not stand in the way of negotiation about a preferential rate.

By anlogy here I suppose you wouldsay the existence of a prior national

commitment in the shape of a law should not preclude discussion of the

particular rate, which would imply that the country concerned should, as

it were, be willing to consider the possibility of modifying its law.

Is that the correct way of putting it?

MRHAWKINS (USA): Yes, that is my view. The whole spirit underlying what

we are trying to do is that countries will not take national action in

complete disregard of the injury it may do to other countries. It does

not mean to say they modifyevery action they have taken, out they should

consider sympatheticallythe problem it creates for the other country

and see if some mutually satisfactory arrangement cannot be worked out.

is I said, maybe it cannot; there is no compulsion to arrive at an

agreed result; there is a compulsion to try to do it.
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point about the thetime of our next meeting?I do not know how far we can

hope to go tonight. It is now noarly ten minutes past six. I take it

we cannot expect to finish those Articles this evening, unless we work quite

late. It is suggested that we should meet again on Friday morning to

continue and finish on section F, State Trading, and that then we might

meot on Monday again, at a timetobe fixed, to recaive and consider the

report of the Rapportour. Does that commend itself to the Sub-Committee

as a programme -tomeot tomorrow, Friday, at, say 11 a.m., to continue

the discucussion, and then on Monday, at a time to be fixed, to consider the

Rapporteur's report? (Agreed.) Shall we adjourn now and take it up

tomorrow again at the beuinning of Article 27, or continue for five minutes

longer? I think we might ask the Chinese delegate to make the point he

wishes to make, and when that is disposed of we might adjoura.

MRTUNG (China): My point is very brief. What should happen in the case of

no outcome of the nogotiation? Do we just let it go? Is there to be any

coercion?

MRHAWKlNS (USA): There would be no coorcion in a particular case - though
coercion is not a very good word. However, we will stick to it. Now,

if it turned out that in every single case in which there was a request

for a tariff concession or where there is a state trading operation there

was a failure on the part of a country to make any concession to the

interested of other countries concerned, I think that is when you get the

case where there might be an obligation under paragraph a of Article 18.

There is not and should not be - I would say must not be - any sanction or

provision which compelsa country, we will say, to reduce that priceof

100 of which Mr Augonthaler was spearking. There would be special cases

where you could not possibly do it, and there might be cases where you

could do it. You have to look at it on the average - the general action

taken by the country.

THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps we might adjourn now and resume tomorrow, at 10.30 a.m.,

on the first sentence of Article 27.

The meeting rose at 6.15 p.m.
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